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it is more profitable under grass. The result is that
out of something under fifteen million acres of cultivable
land, over eight million are in permanent pasture.
Undoubtedly a great part of this land which is now in
large prairie holdings could produce more wealth and
carry more population, if distributed in holdings
of fifty acres or under. The larger the farm, on the
average, the smaller the proportion under tillage.
This fact, combined with the existence of a large
population having holdings that they cannot live by,
constitutes the main agricultural problem which the
Irish Government must attempt to solve.   The Con-
gested Districts Board, in its history from 1891 on-
wards, did much to reduce the number of uneconomic
holdings by redistribution of land: but it was never
fully armed with power.    The Minister for Agriculture
has now been vested with authority to take up land
anywhere  for redistribution.    He will, however, be
faced with the difficulty that the people of the congested
districts, especially along the seaboard, although quite
ready individually to emigrate to America, are reluctant
to move as families to another district in Ireland :
and further that they have as a rule little competence
as farmers.     Offered reasonable-sized farms of fair
land at a distance from their native place, they will
often refuse to accept them; and if they accept may
not work them profitably.
According to agricultural experts, however, this is
only one phase of Ireland's great need in agriculture,
which is more and better education. Experts maintain
that with skill and knowledge mixed farming, that is,
tillage combined with a proportion of pasture, is the
most profitable : and generally that the industry must
be treated on intensive lines. Co-operation has been
vigorously preached by Sir Horace Plunketf s organisa-
tion, and butter is generally now manufactured under
factory conditions. But co-operation ,for the purchase
of farm requirements and for the sale of farm products
can be carried much further: and it is now proposed

